Dementia: the
Carers Experience
Better Enabled, Better Equipped
“Time out and a chance to think about
how we care for ourselves, as well as our
loved ones.”
East Lothian, 22 May 2018

Quotes from the day
“When do we have the chance to feel safe enough
to share our personal experiences – and cry if the
tears come – knowing that everyone there would
understand? That was a very special experience
for me.”
» Carer participant

“Although our journeys on this road may be
different, we all understand and just ‘get it’,
without need of explanation. We understand that,
sometimes we just need someone to be there, not
to fix anything or to do anything in particular but
just to let us feel that WE are also cared for and
supported.”
» Carer speaker

“Make sure that, in all your caring duties, you find
time for yourself.”
» Carer speaker
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www.lifechangestrust.org.uk

“Don’t ever allow yourself to get into that state
of exhaustion. You’re not helping yourself, you’re
not helping your family, and you’re certainly not
helping the person you’re caring for. Use all the
help you can get from friends or family, or use your
benefits to get support. And don’t say that you’re
ok when you’re not.”
» Carer speaker

“I am so glad not to have missed it and am still
working through all info in my bag!”
» Carer participant

“Keep up the good work everybody and, you’re
right, no-one thinks about the carer.”
» Carer participant

“Please can we have another one before too long, or
even on a regular basis?!”
» Carer participant
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Foreword
Foreword by the East Lothian Carers
Event Steering Group
In May 2018, a small group of carers in East Lothian had the opportunity
to plan and deliver an event for carers from a carer’s perspective. The
event was the brainchild of Life Changes Trust1 and closely supported
by tide (Together in Dementia Everyday)2. The construct of the event
was built around the implementation in East Lothian of the new Carers
(Scotland) Act 2016 which took effect in April 2018. The Act places
new duties on local authorities, such as the preparation of local carers
strategies, and they have the opportunity to implement their duties
under the Act according to local needs.
Three of us had the privilege of forming a steering group in January
2018 with the task of organising an event which was welcomed and
appreciated by the carers who were able to attend. Many others gave
time, expertise, knowledge, skills and generous support. We hope
that there will be ripple effects throughout East Lothian at many
levels - local government, strategic planners, dementia awareness
and support groups, GPs and carers.
The report speaks for itself. The structure of the day was carefully
planned with opportunities to listen to respected speakers, take part in
a Q&A panel session, listen to individual carers’ stories and take part in
smaller group discussions. Feedback indicated that the latter was the most
greatly appreciated aspect of the day. Delegates valued the opportunity to
share their experience and meet with others who were also travelling the
carer’s journey, albeit individual experience varies greatly.
Constructive feedback was gathered and collated. Lessons were learnt
for planning and implementing future events. The overall sense was
that carers wanted more!
Moyra Birnie
Carer and member of the East Lothian Carers Event Steering Group
1
2

1

Life Changes Trust: www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
tide (together in dementia everyday), an involvement network for carers of people with dementia,
hosted by Life Story Network: http://www.tide.uk.net/
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Foreword by the Life Changes Trust
People with dementia and carers of people with dementia have a huge
amount of knowledge to share with each other, and tell the Trust that
they really value peer to peer support.
The Trust’s carer-led events initiative is about empowering carers, with the
focus on enabling carers to take the lead in creating events for their peers.
It started in 2017 when the Trust invited carers to design and organise their
own event for other carers of people with dementia. The Trust’s priority was
that it was meaningful for people caring for someone with dementia. The
first event was in Glasgow in September 2017 and the East Lothian event
was the second.
What became the ‘by carers for carers’ approach as developed by the first
steering group, the East Lothian carers made their own, adding many new
elements and using their knowledge and experience to shape their day to
suit the East Lothian context. They delivered an impressive event which,
from the feedback here, hit the mark.
On behalf of the Trust, very many thanks to the carers who made
this happen, as well as those who took part, carers who attended and
professionals who lent a range of support. It was a pleasure to walk
alongside Alison, Anne and Moyra, and to learn from them.
There is much insight and learning here to be shared about how important
peer to peer opportunities can be to carers of people with dementia.
Elizabeth Morrison
Evidence and Influencing Coordinator, Dementia Programme,
Life Changes Trust

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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Introduction
A one-day event run by carers for
carers
On 22 May 2018, carers of people with dementia in East Lothian gathered
in North Berwick for an event called Dementia - The Carer’s Experience.
Organised by carers, in their words, it offered ‘time out and a chance to
think about how we care for ourselves, as well as our loved ones’.
A steering group of three local carers of people with dementia planned
and organised the day. Two carers, from the steering group for a similar
event in Glasgow in September 20173, gave input and support.
The day featured talks by carers about their personal experiences and by
invited speakers, group discussions and a panel session for questions and
answers. Exhibitors gave information. There was time for networking over
refreshments and lunch. Carers had available a quiet room for time-out. A
free prize draw saw each carer go home with a gift.
Carers received a bag with details of the day, a list of prize draw gifts
and donors’ details, and the draft East Lothian Carers Strategy. Also
included was a directory of support and resources in East Lothian,
Dementia – A Carers’ Local Directory4, compiled by carers. A second
carer-created publication, a Dementia Checklist, gave practical
information and tips on a range of aspects of caring, from money matters
to peer support, and from home adaptations to creative breaks.
The Chair, bringing the day to a close, asked the carers present: ‘What are
you going to do for you? And what’s the first step you are going to
take to achieve that?’

3
4

For more information on this first carer-led event, go to:
https://www.lifechangestrust.org.uk/projects/conferences-and-carers
East Lothian Carers Local Directory and Dementia Checklist. Download both reports from:
https://www.lifechangestrust.org.uk/projects/conferences-and-carers

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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Summary of key
findings and overall
themes
Key issues carers raised at the event
» It was clear, for many carers, their focus had long been the quality of
life of the person with dementia. For some, there was a sense of having
to have permission to think about their own wellbeing and quality of
life. The carers’ talks focused on sustainable caring through carers
also thinking about their own needs.
» Carers generally felt the draft East Lothian Carers Strategy was good,
but were worried there is a lack of resources for implementation.
» There is a lot of information ‘out there’ for carers but it remains a
challenge accessing the required information at the right time.
Creative thinking is needed around information provision.
» GPs should give information about local carers’ centres and resources
as soon as possible when a person is diagnosed with dementia.
Carers highlighted the importance of early support to recognise you
shouldn’t just be ‘getting on with it’: you do need help.
» A lot of support is available in the post-diagnostic period but it is not
easy to navigate. Continuity of support / a transition strategy is also
needed when the statutory post-diagnostic support period ends.
» Relationships are key to joined-up care for the person with dementia
and to carer wellbeing, and relationships need time. This can mean
time to build trust with a paid carer, to nurture relationships with
family and friends, or enough time in appointments with professionals
to be able to say what you want to say and to be heard.
» Low wages and poor staff retention in care work are an issue.
» Good, ongoing communication is valued: it’s what makes things work.
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» Always having the person you care for present when talking with
professionals can make it difficult to express how things really are if
there are challenges. It is difficult to contradict your loved one if they
are saying they are fine.
» Carers wait far too long for mental health support.
» Advocacy is not widely understood and needs explaining.
» The understanding of family and friends – their awareness of the
impact of being a main carer - is important.
» Carers appreciate and need short breaks.
» There are local organisations helping to make East Lothian more
dementia friendly and more carer friendly.
» Carers value the skills that come with the caring role: learning to adapt
or take on new skills quickly as every day is different.

Key findings from the feedback about
the event
» The event was highly praised in terms of the content, organisation and
atmosphere created on the day.
» There is an appetite for more carer-led events and for making sure the
carer’s voice is fed back to policy- and decision-makers.
» Carers especially appreciated hearing from other carers, and
having the smaller carer-only discussion groups and informal chats.
» The process of putting on the carers’ event was empowering and
confidence-building for carers involved. They appreciated having the
right support (funds, training, administrative support) to develop their
ideas and apply their (sometimes new or rediscovered) skills.

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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» Doing this as a small steering group over a few months was
challenging. For future events, more carers on the team, more
meetings and a bit more time were suggested, as well as trying
variations in the format.
» Attendance was good, but few men attended. This could be interesting
to investigate. A challenge remains about how to involve those not
easily identifiable as carers, especially carers not already in contact
with carers’ organisations or support networks, or who belong to
communities that are more marginalised.
The thoughtful feedback provided, by carers and professionals attending
the event, and by members of the steering group, indicates a keenness to
share ideas and learning, and to help to shape future carer-led activities.
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Section 1: the Carers
(Scotland) Act 2016 in
East Lothian
Presentation 1

What will implementation mean in
practice for carers of people with
dementia in East Lothian?
The first presentation was by Trish Leddy, Manager for Rehabilitation and
Access with the East Lothian Health and Social Care Partnership and cochair of the Carers Strategic Group. Trish outlined developments to date
in East Lothian as required by the Act.5
The Act came into effect on 1 April 2018. The definition of a carer is
extended - not only those giving ‘substantial caring on a regular basis’
are to have improved support and recognition as a carer.

Adult Carer Support Plans and Young Carer
Statements
Drawn up through conversations, when carers are supported to think
about their caring role and how it affects their lives, in East Lothian
conversations have been trialled by carer organisations.

5

Developments in East Lothian are detailed in the presentation slides which are available here:
http://bit.ly/2lxSlO0, Speaker – Trish Carlyle (formerly Leddy).

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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Local Carers Strategy
The draft East Lothian Carers Strategy6 outlines local actions. These
include ensuring carers are identified, that professionals listen, that
carers get information they need when they need it as well as support
to maintain their own health and wellbeing, with breaks that are
well-timed and available regularly, and that communities are
supported to be carer-friendly.

Developing local Carers’ Eligibility Criteria
Eligibility for different kinds of support is decided locally. Criteria have
been set for East Lothian7.

Ensuring all carers are involved in the hospital
discharge process
Action in East Lothian includes a new NHS project manager (for the
Lothians), information for carers, and staff guidance and training.

Information and advice for carers
Carers Week (11 to 18 June) is seen as a good basis for future
engagement. Plans for 2018 include a Carer’s Card offering carers
discounts from local businesses.

Short Breaks Statement8
In East Lothian, a working group leading on the Statement is to invite
feedback from carers at an event during Carers Week on what is currently
provided, where the gaps are and what they want it to cover.

6
7
		
8

11

East Lothian Carers Strategy 2018 to 2021 can be viewed here:
https://www.eastlothian.gov.uk/downloads/download/12974/east_lothian_carers_strategy
Eligibility criteria and types of support are detailed in Trish’s slides which are available here
https://www.lifechangestrust.org.uk/projects/conferences-and-carers
The East Lothian Short Breaks Statement can be accessed here:
https://www.eastlothian.gov.uk/downloads/download/13126/short_breaks_statements
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Presentation 2

A carer’s perspective – how the Act
could have affected me
This presentation was given by Sue Northrop, who has experience as a
carer and is now Director of Dementia Friendly East Lothian.
Unpaid carers provide most of the caring most of the time. It is important
people with dementia and carers have ‘things to do, places to go and
people to see’. There is a risk people struggle in silence, to protect others
from worrying about them or for fear of separation from a loved one
through a move into residential care.
Scotland’s Dementia Strategy is leading the way globally in its focus on
citizenship and rights. Referring to the vision in the draft East Lothian
Carers Strategy, Sue proposed two additions:
» Carers will feel respected, valued and thanked.
» We will take a long-term approach to supporting carers and caring,
now and in future generations.
Sue spoke about what had been helpful, and unhelpful, to her as a carer.
Planning ahead is important.
The challenges Sue identified included:
» Joining up care beyond health services.
» Making sure carers’ voices are heard, they are empowered and
enabled to work together at all levels to improve things, including
sharing strategies for coping and adapting.
» There is lots of information out there but it is not easy to find: creative
thinking is needed to make relevant information easy for carers to
find when it is needed.
Things making a big positive difference in Sue’s experience were:
» A medical consultant who listened, involved and empowered the carer.
» An independent advocacy worker to help with Power of Attorney.

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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» Geography: bringing the family to live nearby and living in a beautiful
natural environment in North Berwick.
» Paid Carer’s Leave to enable moving house to manage caring.
» The resourcefulness of the person with dementia, for example, leaving
stones to help her find the right exit from the beach when out walking.
» Day centres and engaging, mood-lifting activities, including singing.
» Integrated support - for example, a good care worker who leaves notes
for the carer and vice versa.
Ensuring quality community-based services is a way to reduce
unnecessary emergency trips to hospital and admissions. More attention
should be given to memory skills and how to support these skills.
Awareness-raising across society to increase understanding of dementia
is important for tackling stigma and discrimination.
Strategic planning is important for getting the right number and quality
of staff to support carers, especially in health and social care, but how
will this be resourced, as there needs to be lots of people able to offer
consistently high-quality care and staff given enough time to provide
care and communicate effectively with the carer. There is the question of
what role statutory post-diagnostic support might have in implementing
the Carers Strategy.
Recognising people as carers is not only down to health and social care
professionals. Lives can be improved by awareness in the community and
workplace, including the role of Carer Positive employers.
Challenges faced by some carers, little talked about, are that not all
relationships are good and healthy. People find themselves in a caring
role within abusive or unhappy relationships, or caring for someone else
whilst living in such circumstances. Extra stigma and discrimination are
faced by some people with dementia and carers, including people who
are lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender. Some people with dementia
also are carers which is not often acknowledged. Support for life after
caring is another important issue.

13
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Sue’s key message
The more supportive our communities are for all of us, the more we can
curtail ‘critical or substantial impact’ as described in the Act. This needs
a holistic and long-term view, looking at housing, transport, pavements
and signage, joined-up care and communication, awareness and
understanding of dementia in the community, infrastructure, pensions
and information on managing money and assets generally (not only
on benefits). Such improvements, now, will pave the way well for future
generations of carers.

Carers group discussions 1: responding
to the draft East Lothian Carers
Strategy
Carers split into groups, with a tide facilitator, to have carers-only
discussions. Key themes, in response to the draft Strategy, were fed
back to the panel in the next session. The main issues were about postdiagnostic support and resources to implement the Strategy.

Post-diagnostic support
» A ‘maze of support’ - so much out there but not easy to navigate.
» GPs should give information on local carers’ centres and resources as
early as possible.
» Some people wait over a year to access support when they are out of
the statutory one-year period for post-diagnostic support.
» An exit strategy or handover process is needed when statutory postdiagnostic support ends.

Resources to support implementation
» The draft Strategy is good but is there a lack of resources.
» When men with dementia request a male carer in their care plan,
there are not enough paid male carers to provide one.

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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Other key points
» More information about the Carer Support Plan is needed, with
support to recognise you should not just be ‘getting on with it’. Time
for carers to bring up issues requires listening on an ongoing basis.
» Advocacy needs promoting. Not all carers know about it or how it works.
» The quality and consistency of home care, low wages and poor staff
retention, need attention.
» With 15 minute visits, it is impossible to build relationships with care
workers and health professionals. Regular, consistent contact builds
trusting relationships so carers feel at ease leaving their loved one.
» Many carers referred to the ‘fight’ to get a package in place. It should
not be so hard.
» Carers need help before they reach crisis point. There are long waiting
lists for carers to access mental health assistance.
» Accessible information about community support is needed. Carers
often have to find out for themselves.
» Technology can be great but must be tailored, with more consultation
by social work. A pendant alarm is of little reassurance if a person with
dementia is reluctant to use it or does not understand how to. Setting
it off by accident results in charges and carers still get called to go
check on the person.
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Panel discussion
The panel consisted of Anne Bisset (event chair and carers steering group
member), Trish Leddy (East Lothian Health and Social Care Partnership
- ELHSCP), Sue Northrop (Dementia Friendly East Lothian), Ashley Hardy
(ELHSCP) and Andrew Tweedy (Carers of East Lothian - CoEL).
Questions and issues put to the panel by carers included:
» The plans look good but how is the Carers Strategy to be financed
and where are paid care staff to come from.
» Consistency of care and paid carers having enough time are
prerequisites for quality care for the person with dementia and for the
relationship of trust that lets carers to take a break or accept support
with peace of mind.
» Carers may not see themselves as carers or are not identified by
others, so efforts are needed to reach more carers, for example, those
who can’t read or can’t get to events.
» Carers experience difficulties in knowing who to contact and how.
Some receive good initial support while others are told they have
low support needs.
» What is being done to facilitate breaks for carers. Carers need to
know they are entitled to breaks.
» Is there a difference in entitlement to breaks if caring for someone
with early-onset dementia.
» What can be done to allay carers’ worries about who will care for
their loved one if something happens to them
Panel members’ responses included:
» The Partnership sees the Strategy largely as a ‘joining-the-dots’ of
what is already available, but it is looking at other funding options.
» The Partnership pays the National Living Wage to value care staff and
encourage continuity in how care is delivered.
» As well as technical and task-related skills, training for care staff in
relationships is important.

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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» Change, in terms of quality, well-coordinated services and accessible,
friendly communities is key to sustainable health and social care.
» The post-diagnostic period is key in assisting carers about where and
how to access support. First contacts after diagnosis have a big impact,
people want different things at this stage. Carers can help agencies
understand what information is good to have when.
» A small proportion of carers are in touch with services, despite CoEL
supporting 22% more carers last year, so communication between
carers is useful to help more to access support.
» A more flexible view is being taken of breaks and the term ‘respite care’
is being replaced by ‘short breaks’.
» An emergency care plan can be put in place, with the help of social
work or a local organisation such as CoEL.

17
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Section 2: the carer’s
experience
Keeping my head above water: what I
do for me
Three carers9 gave personal accounts about their journey from noticing
changes in their family member to receiving a diagnosis, responding
to changing dynamics and taking on new roles. They spoke about the
value of thinking about themselves as well as the person they cared
for, finding a balance to safeguard their own health and wellbeing and
making caring sustainable. They also shared their insights to smooth
the journey for others.

9

Pseudonyms have been used in all three carers’ accounts to protect the privacy of the carer and
the person with dementia.

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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Presentation 1

Being me
Janet’s husband, Alex, was diagnosed with mixed dementia four years
ago, aged sixty. Janet described how, prior to this, she had a sense of
self which was made up of the different roles and relationships in her
life: a multi-faceted identity. She was a wife, a mother, a grandmother,
an enthusiastic volunteer leader in a children’s organisation, a friend,
an Executive Committee member, a colleague, a career woman and a
member of the local community. All of these different aspects of her life
made up her sense of ‘Me’.
Having given up her paid work to care full-time, she was overwhelmed
by the expectations of her in the role of carer. She portrayed a sense of
invisibility as a person in her own right, as all the other ‘Me’s seemed to
have blurred into one function: the Carer.
Janet was now worried all the time. She worried about Alex’s progression
and about her own health. In the initial diagnostic and post-diagnostic
period, there was regular contact with medical consultants and access
to a Dementia Link Worker. Then it was a return to contact only with
their GP, when much of a ten-minute appointment could be taken up
just getting into the consulting room. The lack of ongoing contact with
professionals worried her.
There was the worry around finances and the bureaucracy around
benefits. She worried about their family and what the future held.
Having been married for decades, there was a sense of facing things
alone and having these worries because her husband no longer
worried about anything.
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Janet had a new anxiety in her life, that saying or doing the wrong
thing would trigger an angry outburst from her husband or that, if out
and about, Alex might say inappropriate things. There was anger and
sadness that she had lost the man she had been married to for forty
years. As his wife and main carer, it felt so unfair that most of the time
she only got to see his confused, resentful face whilst others got to see
his ‘I’m ok’ face. She felt angry when he made horrible comments to her
and angry when she was told to remember ‘it’s not him, it’s the illness’,
as this was truly hard to do.
Janet did not realise at the start how difficult all of this would be,
how isolated and alone she would feel, and how overwhelming and
emotionally draining it would be to take on the pressures of caring for
her husband 24/7. She had lost herself in all of this.
A part of the new ‘Me’ that Janet has gained is ‘the grateful Me’. She
is grateful for their new home and neighbours, and to her family and
friends for sticking with her through this. Family support has been
very important to her. Although dementia has changed their world, it
has also brought her the opportunity to find support and make new
friendships. Through these new connections, she feels she has a better
understanding of the changes in her husband. She tries not to focus on
what they have lost as a couple, but to keep moving forward together for
as long as they can. There are moments when she sees glimpses of his
old self and Janet carefully adds these to her memories to draw on to
keep her going through the darker times.
Janet expressed her gratefulness towards other carers:

“Although our journeys on this road may be
different, we all understand and just ‘get it’,
without need of explanation. We understand that
sometimes we just need someone to be there, not
to fix anything, or to do anything in particular but
just to let us feel that we are also cared for and
supported.”

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk
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An important step in getting the ‘Old Me’ back came when Janet was
asked to return to her volunteer role, which she had left behind two years
before as part of taking on the role of carer for her husband. Once a week,
Alex goes to their daughter’s and Janet is a leader with young people.
Worries and anxieties are put on the back burner as she enjoys being part
of a team again, having normal conversations, smiling and being herself.
For the first few weeks, she felt guilt but also immense relief - ‘I can
breathe properly again as, for that hour and a half, I am Me’.
Special times, when Janet sees and remembers other aspects of what
being Janet is all about, can be at home with family, with the children’s
organisation, or on her now annual trip to the city to see a favourite stage
show with her daughter and friends. These things are an important part
of staying well and whole.
Janet suggested it is difficult for any one of us to be truly prepared for
what we may have to face in the future. It is important to her to think of
others first, but she has learned that it is also ok to think of herself and
not to always be ‘Janet, The Carer’. Her message to other carers
was, although taking those first steps to regaining a sense of self
was difficult, she has learned that:

“It’s ok sometimes to be myself - to be just me.”

21
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Presentation 2

Time for me
Helen reflected she never thought about ‘time for me’ when she started
this journey as a carer for her husband, who received a diagnosis of
vascular dementia 18 years ago. She described the lead-up to George’s
diagnosis and where she is now.
“We were a happy family, doing what most families did, enjoying life.
Over some years George began to change from a happy-go-lucky dad to
an unreasonable, argumentative and aggressive monster. The children
stopped having their friends round because of how things were at home.
“George slowly started to forget things at work; things he’d done on
a daily basis for years. He’d forget people’s names, lose his house
keys and occasionally go out without locking the door. He was having
problems counting money and, most serious of all, he was making lots
of mistakes while driving. He continued to drive but only on his own, as
I refused to let him take the children with him. George saw the doctor
many times who said it was depression or normal for a man of his age.
“I stopped going out with my friends. If I did get ready to go out I got
endless questions and accusations, and it was not worth the effort. And I
was afraid for the children, I did not know how he would be with them as
he could change in an instant. The children didn’t like the person their
dad had become, and I certainly didn’t like this stranger. We dreaded
him coming home from work. I would go as far as to say I hated him.
“After three years of pestering the doctor, my husband was to see a
neurologist but it would take about a year. I couldn’t wait that long so
we paid for a private consultation. He was sent for CT and MRI scans. My
mind was made up. We argued so much by this time and everyone was
miserable. If the scan showed there was nothing wrong with George, I
was leaving him. I could not take any more.
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“My husband had more tests. Out of the blue, I had a visit from a
psychiatrist and community psychiatric nurse (CPN) who asked lots
of questions, then said he had vascular dementia. That was when I
became a carer. How did I feel? No one asked.
“My life had become a living hell with this man, who had changed so
much since we married 27 years ago. It was a huge relief to know there
was a reason but you can’t flick a switch and make the old feelings
come back. How was I going to cope being a carer to a man I detested?
“One daughter said I should have left him when I could as it was now
too late. One son wondered if his dad was going to die. He developed
obsessive compulsive disorder. Our other son became a virtual recluse
and had panic attacks. Our second daughter had already bought herself
a flat as she couldn’t stand being at home. I cried for days. I saw a child
psychologist with one son, counsellors with another, and a psychiatrist
with George. My family was falling apart and I could not stop it.
“Guilt crept in. I should have known this was not the real George. The
trouble with dementia is it is not like a pain that suddenly appears, it
creeps up on you a little at a time. Why suspect someone being more
irritable than usual or a little forgetful has dementia, if in their fifties? It
is not till lots of things are going wrong that you seek help. Three years
it took, but I still should have known – that eats away at me. George was
going through his own living hell and I was no support to him.
“The CPN gave me some books. One said life expectancy was about ten
years from the first transient ischemic attack. I started to count back - it
was at least eight years ago George first started to change. Panic set in he could have a big stroke. I went from doing nothing for my husband to
wrapping him in cotton wool, not letting him out of my sight.
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“Then came the stress. I thought I was coping, but I wasn’t. I had given
up my hobbies, the most important one being a leader in a youth
organisation, and social nights with my friends. I was off work for
nine weeks and took anti-depressants which I still take. Gradually, the
children recognised their dad again - the nice, kind, considerate man
he had been. It is 18 years since the diagnosis and I don’t really think
about the dementia. George is George, just a bit different.
“I am very involved in my church. George says he doesn’t believe in God
but he comes and now feels it is his church -a good thing, although it
is takes another bit of my independence. My friends are his friends.
“It has taken a long time to accept it is alright to say ‘No, you can’t
come with me’. I am back as a youth leader. I have occasional nights
out with friends. George now accepts that I do some things on my own
but still have time for him. Most importantly, for me to cope well as a
carer, I must have time for me. My message to you is: Make sure that,
in all your caring duties, you find time for yourself.”
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Presentation 3

Can you do it all?
Marie’s husband, Davy, was diagnosed with posterior cortical atrophy, a
form of dementia affecting the outer layer of the brain in the part of the
brain at the back of the head. His early symptoms included gradual loss of
visual processing so that, although his eyes were healthy, he lost his sight.
Marie described her determined attitude of self-sufficiency from the time
of the symptoms of Davy’s dementia emerging, through to receiving his
diagnosis and the realisation she was a long-term carer. Convinced that
she could - and somehow should - meet all of his needs herself, Marie
found herself in a situation of self-denial and of saying she was ok when
in reality she was not ok at all.
As her husband’s dementia progressed there were very difficult times.
Despite phone calls, visits and social media Marie felt increasingly
isolated and she was taxed by the demands of caring day and night.
Ultimately, Marie reached a state of total exhaustion where she was
desperately craving sleep and did not recognise the person she had
become. She seemed to herself to have become intolerant,
impatient and unsympathetic.
Marie’s heartfelt health warning to other carers was:

“Don’t ever allow yourself to get into that state
of exhaustion. You’re not helping yourself, you’re
not helping your family, and you’re certainly not
helping the person you’re caring for. Use all the
help you can get from friends or family, or use your
benefits to get support. And don’t say that you’re
ok when you’re not.”
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‘Can you do it all?’ The short, undeniable answer is ‘No, you can’t.’ Marie
urged carers to accept that fact early on, despite any temptation to
stubbornly believe you can do it all and that is somehow desirable.
More recently, Marie has found counselling helpful in talking through this
journey and recognising the need to ultimately also let go of our loved
ones - not give up on them, not to forget them and not to stop loving
them, but to gently let go and be able to move on with our lives.
Marie talked about the emotional nature of caring and about allowing
yourself to feel whatever you are feeling:

“It’s alright to be sad and to be angry. But it’s
alright to laugh too… And to treasure the good
memories which are beyond price.”
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Themes from the carers’ accounts
The carers’ accounts highlighted the importance of managing
expectations.
» Maintain and nurture parts of your identity other than being a carer.
» Make and take time for yourself.
» Learn to say ‘no’ sometimes - it is not necessary to do everything the
person you care for would like you to do.
» Do not allow yourself to become exhausted.
» Be honest with others about your day and about how things are, as
people need to know, and recognise you may need to persuade others
change is needed.
» When making decisions about care, think about what’s best for the
person you care for and about what’s best for you.

Carers group discussions 2: being a
carer
The carer speakers’ courage in talking so openly was valued - ‘Very brave
to stand up and say what we’re all feeling.’ Their talks were a starting
point for carers talking about the issues they face. There was a sense of
being given permission to say if they were not ok and to make a change.
» The importance of understanding from family and friends, and
others acknowledging the challenges around changing roles and
relationships - changes which give rise to strong feelings: frustration,
resentment, hurt and sadness.
» Awareness-raising training for family members, with less day-today involvement, about the impact of being a full-time unpaid carer.
» Fear of change, what will happen if something happens to them, guilt
about making care decisions and difficulty in discussing the future the worsening of their loved one’s condition, palliative care.
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» The ‘fight’ with Social Work and the NHS for the right support.
» The value of regular contact - a GP’s medical updates, daily visits
from trusted care workers, access to peer support from other carers all reduce isolation and keep carers informed about what is available.
» Initial resistance by some to the idea of having time to themselves
as their duty was to care for their loved one though, with the help of
family and friends, others had carved out time for themselves.
» Caring for someone with dementia till their loved one has died, then
finding all their time was suddenly their own again.
» Breaks are important. Day care for a few hours did not count. This
carers’ event was a break. Carers are connected emotionally when
they get away physically, so need someone they trust to support
their loved one.

Things that have helped carers
» Seeing worth in the experiences the caring role gives you - learning
fast, gaining new skills quickly - as each day with dementia is
different.
» Remembering that nothing takes away the memories you have, even
when the person you are caring for forgets.
» Power of Attorney workshops.
» Getting together at a carers centre, and talking to other carers.
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Section 3: feedback,
evaluation and learning
The aim of the carers steering group was to provide:
» Key practical information about caring for someone with dementia,
and for yourself as the carer.
» Shared learning about managing expectations in the caring role.
» Space for questions and discussion.

Participation and feedback
The 53 people present consisted of 26 unpaid carers and 27 others in
various roles (including 5 unpaid carers). More feedback was asked of
the steering group - about their role, the process, the event and learning
to be shared. Overall, 73% of carers gave feedback, as did 33% of the
professionals. All five steering group members gave detailed feedback.

Feedback from carers attending the
event
Reasons for attending the event
» Chiefly to learn more about caring, make new contacts, share
experiences and ideas with other carers and, for some, support.
» To give a voice to carers: ‘Meeting with other carers and getting your
voice heard about the problems of carers.’
» To hear about the priorities and concerns of local carers, in order to
represent carers’ interests to decision-makers.
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Were carers’ expectations of the day met?
» Expectations were largely met: ‘Yes, definitely’, ‘In a wider than
imaginable way’ and ‘hope for the future’.
» One had wanted more information-giving and help, and a chance
to ask more questions. Two others were waiting to hear back from
contacts made on the day in response to their remaining questions.

What did the carers like best about the event?
» The carer-only discussions, the carers’ presentations and the chance
to share experiences with other carers: ‘Learning from other carers is
so valuable’, ‘Understanding feelings are not only mine’.
» A safe space for carers to talk together about issues affecting them.
» The honesty of the carer speakers, inspiring if also emotionally
draining: ‘A very emotional but rewarding and informative day.’
» The friendly atmosphere: ‘Thank you so much for making me feel so
welcome, loved and cherished… It was such a good day…’

Did carers think the programme was well balanced?
» Yes, despite the challenge of topic: ‘A huge subject to fit into one day.
It worked well.’
» The mix of presentations and small groups worked well: ‘The
organization, and particularly the format was first class, and the
presenters were inspirational…I liked…some formal information
sessions first and then…being with the smaller groups for discussion.’
» The organisers were lauded for the smooth running of the day: ‘The
seamless flow…was very impressive.’
» Likewise, the facilitation of the discussion groups by tide - ‘Group
discussions were well managed.’
» Some would have liked a broader range of carers’ stories, more time for
discussion, networking and visiting the stalls.
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What improvements would carers like to see at a
future event run by carers for carers?
» ‘I do not venture to suggest any [improvements], as it was so well
prepared and delivered.’
» Follow up – ‘I got a lot out of small discussion groups. How about a
‘reunion’? More courses/discussions…would be welcome.’
» Half-day events which can be easier to attend than a full day event.
» Stalls about electronic devices to help people with dementia.

Feedback from professionals attending
in a supporting role
Feedback pointed to benefits:
» Hearing directly from more carers and learning from the speakers.
» Giving information to as many carers as possible.
» Making new contacts, cementing relationships and discussing new
partnerships.
» Planning more events in East Lothian, hoping to become embedded ‘This would not have been possible without the conference.’
» Seeing the effect of the work their organisation does in building
confidence and enabling people to connect.

What did professionals like best about the event?
» Carers having a practical ‘thing’ to contribute to (the draft Carers’
Strategy) and space to talk about what affects them.
» The personal accounts of the carers - how truthful people were.
» ‘…The organisation of the event and the enthusiasm of the team,
especially the three [steering group] carers…so confident and relaxed,
with everything very much under control. The programme was well
thought out…’
» Seeing people who are caring make connections with one another.
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Challenges experienced by the professionals
involved
» With carers at different stages of caring, sensitivity was needed in the
groups. With difficult, personal topics, it takes time to get started and
make sure it is left in the right way. Sessions felt a bit rushed.
» The carers’ talks paved the way for frank sharing, but some whose
loved ones were at an early stage of dementia found discussion
about caring in the later stages hard to listen to: ‘The day was a bit
depressing as my wife is only in the early stages of the illness and it’s
hard to hear about what is to come.’

What could have improved the event?
» More time on the personal experience of carers as it’s a rare
opportunity; one keynote speaker, carers’ stories and a panel.
» Time for reflection between the carers’ presentations and group
discussions, and longer group sessions.
» The Carers Strategy may have been better addressed later, once carers
had time to settle and reflect on what they had heard.
» Someone at the ‘graffiti wall’ (for feedback on the Carers Strategy), to
encourage people to post comments.
» Longer for the panel session –very good for participation.
» More time to network and to speak with exhibitors (but what to cut).
» For the future - smaller, half-day events, spread geographically; an
accessible venue with no stairs, rooms closer together, nearer to
exhibitor stalls. (While the venue had lifts and organisers directed
people, breakout rooms were some distance from the main room).
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The experience of steering group
members
The steering group began meeting in February 2018. The process from
developing ideas to holding the event took place over four months.
Feedback from the three carers, and the staff member from the Life
Changes Trust and tide, covered three aspects of the experience:
» The steering group process in advance of the event.
» The carers event itself – the end result.
» The individual’s own journey and personal development.

The value to working as a team
» Being part of a team where it felt safe to voice opinions and ideas.
» Taking specific roles let carers use their skills, and being willing to try
new, or now unfamiliar, things enabled collaboration and flexibility.
» Good communication made it easier for individuals to work on tasks
and keep the group updated, it also meant support - on the day,
feeling supported by a good team brought reassurance - someone
would help if needed.
» For the future - getting to know each other to develop a team
relationship before getting down to business, tide training for carers,
letting carers build relationships and develop an idea of ways to work
together before considering a carers steering group / event.

Organisational aspects – the steering group
» The convenient location and timing of steering group meetings were
important for the carers.
» More meetings, more planning time and a few more carers on the
steering group to share the workload would have been helpful.
» Visiting the venue and setting up the night before was important in
reducing anxiety, as was the chance for carer speakers to practise their
talks in the room.
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» For the future – an extra meeting, at the venue, a few days before the
event to let everyone go over arrangements in advance of set-up.

Finance and support
» tide’s training for carer speakers was very helpful, as was its training
to help carers prepare for co-chairing the event.
» The two carers, from an earlier steering group, coming to help - with
one also sharing her personal account – brought experience, insight
and a quiet confidence.
» For the future - without the support given here by Life Changes Trust,
the carers felt a steering group would need more carers, and some
funds and administrative support.

Promotion and encouraging carers to attend the
event
» Personal invitations and carers speaking to carers groups encouraged
attendance - they had credibility in the eyes of other carers.
» A radio interview raised awareness and reminded carers of their
abilities.
» For the future - find ways to involve carers not in touch with services or
part of established networks, or who belong to communities which are
marginalised, find ways for more carers to be involved without being a
member of a steering group, as it can be difficult for carers to make a
big commitment.

Programme
» As well as skills, the carers brought their lived experience to the task: a
carer’s perspective on what other carers might want from an event.
» The mix of activities was good, with the carers’ talks a key highlight.
» Carers gave feedback to the East Lothian Health and Social Care
Partnership.
» The prize draw gave carers a sense of being valued, also creating carer
awareness amongst local businesses.
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» The substantial carers bag added value: ‘a gift that keeps on giving’.
Only so much can be covered in a day.
» For the future - more time for carer-only discussions and, if content is
emotive, support afterwards perhaps via a carer buddy system; more
time for visiting stalls and for chatting informally.

Organisational aspects: the event
» Giving clear guidance on the day and guiding people to rooms was
important.
» Holding the event locally, with transport assistance offered to carers
who needed it, made it relatively easy to get to; early notice of
transport arrangements was important for carers.
» The venue could have held more people but the numbers (26 carers)
worked well.
» For the future - smaller events in different locations, events over two
half days may help carers feel more able to leave a loved one, a venue
with a layout giving easy accessibility and smooth transitions.
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Reflections on the experience of being a steering
group member
» For the carers, the experience affected them in various ways reflecting on personal decisions, having the opportunity to think about
something else, and becoming involved again in an event.
» There was enjoyment in working well together, creating something
positive, and satisfaction at holding the event and contributing to
publications, hopefully helpful to other carers.
» By doing the research for the two carers’ publications, carers learned
more about resources in their local area.
» Regaining confidence and connecting with other people were
major themes in the feedback. The impact for one steering group
member is best described in her own words:

“At the start I didn’t think organising an event in
a few months would be remotely possible. I soon
realised how much of me I had lost…solely focussed
on caring for [my husband], making sure he was
safe…he got to do things he was interested in and
all I did was tag along. Now I know I can still do
those things but work in the time for me as well.
“Building my confidence again, enjoying being part
of a team, using my skills, realising I had skills I
never knew I had… Meeting new people, making
new friends, has made me feel less isolated and
alone...I feel different and certainly not closed
off anymore. I am taking time to notice the small
things and holding my head high, not looking
downwards all the time… The sense of achievement
feels amazing. I feel I have a voice now and I hope I
can support others in finding their voice. I surprised
myself on what can be achieved.”

Getting in touch
If you have any queries or wish to share your views and
ideas, you can contact us in a number of ways:
Phone:

0141 212 9600

Email:

enquiries@lifechangestrust.org.uk

Website:

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk

Address:

Life Changes Trust, Edward House,
199 Sauchiehall Street,
Glasgow, G2 3EX

		

